Selective mechanisms and molecular design of 2,4 Diarylaminopyrimidines as ALK inhibitors.
As an attractive therapeutic target for non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) has got increased attention, and the selectivity of ALK inhibitors is an enormous challenge. Recently, 2,4-Diarylaminopyrimidines with high inhibitory activity over InsR/IGF1R were reported as ALK inhibitors, which harboring phosphine oxide moiety. In this work, it is the first time to reveal that the incorporation of dimethylphosphine oxide moiety and the smaller active pocket of ALK is key factor in the selectivity of inhibitor 11q toward ALK over IGF1R/InsR. The results of molecular simulation indicate that the subtle change in the binding pocket of ALK is mainly associated with the flexibility of P-loop and the own residues K1150 and D1270. The replacement of the dimethylphosphine oxide and methylpiperazine of inhibitor 11q would alter the major inhibitory effects of binding and activation. The results further combined 3D-QSAR can not only profile the binding mechanism between the 2,4-Diarylaminopyrimidines inhibitors and ALK, but also supply the useful information for the rational design of a more potential small molecule inhibitor bound to ALK receptor.